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Much literature on contemporary U.S. racial relations tends to view black middle-class life
as substantially free of traditional discrimination. Drawing primarily on 37 in-depth inter-
views with black middle-class respondents in several cities, I analyze public accommoda-
tions and other public-place discrimination. I focus on three aspects: (1) the sites of discrim-
ination, (2) the character of discriminatory actions; and (3) the range of coping responses by
blacks to discrimination. Documenting substantial barriers facing middle-class black Amer-
icans today, I suggest the importance of the individual's and the group's accumulated
discriminatory experiences for understanding the character and impact of modem racial
discrimination.

T itle II of the 1964 Civil Rights Act stipu- With some exceptions (see Willie 1983; Collins
lates that "all persons shall be entitled to the 1983; Landry 1987), much recent analysis of

full and equal enjoyment of the goods, services, middle-class blacks by social scientists has em-
facilities, privileges, advantages, and accommo- phasized the massive progress made since 1964
dations of any place of public accommodation , , . in areas where there had been substantial barri-
without discrimination or segregation on the ers, including public accommodations. Racial
ground of race, color, rehgion, or national ori- discrimination as a continuing and major prob-
gin," The public places emphasized in the act are lem for middle-class blacks has b ^ n downplayed
restaurants, hotels, and motels, although racial as analysts have tumed to the various problems
discrimination occurs in many other public plac- of the "underclass," For example, Wilson (1978,
es. Those black Americans who would make the pp, 110-1) has argued that the growth of the black
greatest use ofthese public accommodations and middle class since the 19^s is the result of im-
certain other public places would be middle-class, proving economic conditions and of government
i.e., those with the requisite resources. civil rights laws, which virtually eliminated overt

White public opinion and many scholars have discrimination in the workplace and public ac-
accented the great progress against traditional commodations. According to Wilson, the major
discrimination recently made by the black mid- problem of the 1964 Civil Rights Act is its fail-
die class. A National Research Council report on ure to meet the problems of the black underclass
black Americans noted that by the mid-1970s (Wilson 1987, pp. 146-7).
many Americans "believed that . . . the Civil Here I treat these assertions as problematic. Do
Rights Act of 1964 had led to broad-scale elimi- middle-class black Americans still face hostile
nation of discrimination against blacks in public treatment in public accommodations and other
accommodations" (Jaynes and Williams 1989, public places? If so, what form does this discrim-
p. 84). In interviews with whites in the late 1970s ination take? Who are the perpetrators of this
and early 1980s, Blauner (1989, p. 197) found discrimination? What is the impact of the dis-
that all but one viewed the 1970s as an era of crimination on its middle-class victims? How do
great racial progress for American race relations, middle-class blacks cope with such discrimination?
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members of dominant racial or ethnic groups that protected public places, Gardner writes of wom-
have a differential and negative impact on mem- en (and blacks) as "open persons," i,e, particular-
bers of subordinate racial and ethnic grouj^" ly vulnerable targets for harassment that violates
(Feagin and Eckberg 1980, pp. 1-2). This differ- the mles of public courtesy,
ential treatment ranges from the blatant to the
subtle (Feagin and Feagin 1986), Here I focus rr, D rr^- • • * A .•

\ ^ , , ,r . . . , . . The Range of Discriminatory Actions
pnmanly on blatant discnmination by white
Americans targeting middle-class blacks. His- In his classic study. The Nature of Prejudice,
torically, discrimination against blacks has been Allport (1958, pp. 14-5) noted that prejudice can
one of the most serious forms of racial/ethnic be expressed in a series of progressively more
discrimination in the United States and one of the serious actions, ranging from antilocution to
most difficult to overcome, in part because of the avoidance, exclusion, physical attack, and exter-
institutionalized character of color coding. 1 fo- mination. Allport's work suggests a continuum
cus on thr^ important aspects of discrimination: of actions from avoidance, to exclusion or rejec-
(1) the variation in sites of discrimination; (2) the tion, to attack. In his travels in the South in the
range ofdiscriminatory actions; and (3) the range 1950s a white joumalist who changed his skin
of responses by blacks to discrimination. color to black encountered discrimination in each

ofthese categories (Griffm 1961). In my data.
Sites of Discrimination discrimination against middle-class blacks still

ranges across this continuum: (1) avoidance ac-
There is a spatial dimension to discrimination, tions, such as a white couple crossing the street
The probability of experiencing racial hostility when a black male approaches; (2) rejection ac-
varies from the most private to the most public tions, such as poor service in public accommo-
sites. If a black person is in a relatively protected dations; (3) verbal attacks, such as shouting ra-
site, such as with friends at home, the probability cial epithets in the street; (4) physical threats and
of experiencing hostility and discrimination is harassment by white police officers; and (5)
low. The probability increases as one moves from physical threats and attacks by other whites, such
friendship settings to such outside sites as the as attacks by white supremacists in the street.
workplace, where a black person typically has Changing relations between blacks and whites in
contacts with both acquaintances and strangers, recent decades have expanded the repertoire of
providing an interactive context with greater po- discrimination to include more subtle forms and
tential for discrimination. to encompass discrimination in arenas from which

In most workplaces, middle-class status and blacks were formerly excluded, such as formerly
its organizational resources provide some pro- all-white public accommodations,
tection against certain categories of discrimina-
tion. This protection probably weakens as a black D/ I D r»- • .•

*̂  - \ ^ . , , , Black Responses to Discrimination
person moves from those work and school set-
tings where he or she is well-known into public Prior to societal desegregation in the 1960s much
accommodations such as large stores and city traditional discrimination, especially in the South,
restaurants where cont^ts are mainly with white took the form of an asymmetrical "deference rit-
strangers. On public streets blacks have the ual" in which blacks were typically expected to
greatest public exposure to strangers and the least respond to discriminating whites with great def-
protection against overt discriminatory behavior, erence. According to Goffman (1956, p. 477) a
including violence. A key feature of these more deference ritual "functions as a symbolic means
public settings is that they often involve contacts by which appreciation is regularly conveyed to a
with white strangers who react primarily on the recipient." Such rituals can be seen in the obse-
basisofoneascritedcharacteristic. The study of quious words and gestures — the etiquette of
the micro-life ofinteraction between strangers in race relations — that many blacks, including
public was pioneered by Goffman (1963; 1971) middle-class blacks, were forced to utilize to sur-
and his students, but few of their analyses have vive the rigors of segregation (Doyle 1937),
treated hostile discriminatory interaction in pub- However, not all responses in this period were
lie places, A rare exception is the research by deferential. From the late 1800s to the 1950s,
Gardner (1980; see ^lso Gardner 1988), who numerous lynchings and other violence targeted
documented the character and danger of passing blacks whose behavior was defmed as too ag-
remarks by men directed j^ainst women in un- gressive (Raper 1933), Blauner's (1989) respon-
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(tents reported acquaintances reacting aggres- More confrontational responses to white actions
sively to discrimination prior to the l%Os. inclucte verbal reprimands and sarcasm, physical

Deference rituals can still be found today be- counterattacks, and filing lawsuits. Sevea^ strat-
tween some lower-income blacks and their white egies may be tried in any given discriminatory
employers. In her northeastem study Rollins situation. In crafting these strategies middle-class
(1985, p. 157) found black maids regularly de- blacks, in comparison with less privileged blacks,
ferring to white employers. Today, most dis- may draw on middle-class resotirces to fight dis-
criminatory interaction no longer involves much crimination,
asymmetrical deference, at least for middle-class
blacks. Even where whites expect substantial rpuc n c c c A n ^ o CTTTTW/
deference, most middle-class blacks do not oblige.
For middle-class blacks contemporary discrimi- To examine discrimination, I draw primarily on
nation has evolved beyond the asymmetrical 37 in-depth interviews from a larger study of 135
deference rituals and "No Negroes served" type middle-class black Americans in Boston, Buffa-
of exclusion to pattems of black-contested dis- lo, Baltimore, Washington, D.C., Detroit, Hous-
crimination. Discussing race and gender dis- ton, Dallas, Austin, San Antonio, Marshall, Las
crimination in Great Britain, Brittan and May- Vegas, and Los Angeles. The interviewing was
nard (1984) have suggested that today "the terms done in 1988-1990; black interviewers were used,
of oppression are not only dictated by history, I began with respondents known as members of
culture, and the sexual and social division of la- the black middle class to knowledgeable con-
bor. They are also profoundly shaped at the site sultants in key cities. Snowball sampling from
of the oppression, and by the way in which op- these multiple starting points was used to maxi-
pressors and oppressed continuously have to re- mize diversity,
negotiate, reconstmct, and re-establish their rela- The questions in the research instmment were
tive positions in respect to benefits and power"(p, primarily designed to elicit detailed infonnation
7). Similarly, white mistreatment of black Amer- on the general situations of the respondents and
icans today frequently encounters new coping on the barriers encountered and managed in em-
strategies by blacks in the ongoing process of ployment, education, and housing. There were
reconstmcting pattems of racial interaction, no specific questions in the interview schedule

Middle-class strategies for coping with dis- on public accommodations or other public-place
crimination range from careful assessment to discrimination; the discussions of that discrimi-
withdrawal, resigned acceptance, verbal con- nation were volunteered in answer to general
frontation, or physical confrontation. Later ac- questions about barriers to personal goals and
tion might include a court suit. Assessing the coping strategies or in digressions in answers to
situation is a firet step. Some white observers specific questions on employment, education, and
have suggested that many middle-class blacks housing. These volunteered responses signal the
are paranoid about white discrimination and msh importance of such events. While I report below
too quickly to charges of racism (Wieseltier 1989, mainly on the responses of the 37 respondents
June5;formale views of female "paranoia" see who detailed specific incidents of public dis-
Gardner 1988), But the daily reality may be just crimination, in interpreting the character and
the opposite, as middle-class black Americans meaning of modem discrimination I also draw
often evaluate a situation carefully before judg- on some discussions in the larger sample of 135
ing it discriminatory and taking additional action, interviews and in five supplementary and fol-
This careful evaluation, based on past experiences low-up interviews of middle-class blacks con-
(real or vicarious), not only prevents jumping to ducted by the author and two black consultants,
conclusions, but also reflects the hope that white "Middle class" was defined broadly as those
behavior is not based on race, because an act not holding a white-collar job (including those in
based on race is easier to endure. After evalua- professional, managerial, and clerical jobs), coi-
tion one strategy is to leave the site of discrimi- lege students preparing for white-collar jobs, and
nation rather than to create a disturbance, Anoth- owners of successful businesses. This definition
er is to ignore the discrimination and continue is consistent with recent analyses of the black
with the interaction, a "blocking" strategy similar middle class (Landry 1987), The subsample of
to that Gardner (1980, p, 345) reported for women 37 middle-class blacks reporting public discrim-
dealing with street remaiks. In many situations ination is fairly representative of the demograph-
resigned acceptance is the only realistic response, ic character of the larger sample. The subsam-
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Table 1. Percentage Distribution of Discriminatory Ac-
tions By Type and Site: Middle-class Blacks in
Selected Cities, 1988-1990

Site of Discriminatory Action

Table 2. Percentage Distribution of Primary Responses to
Discriminatory Incidents by Type and Site: Mid-
dle-class Blacks in Selected Cities, 1988-1990

Site of Discriminatory Incident

Type of
Discriminatory Action

Avoidance
Rejection/poor service
Verbal epithets
Police threatsAiarassment
Other threats/harassment

Total

Number of actions

Public
Accommodations

3
79
12
3
3

100

34

Street

7
4

25
46
18

100

28

Response to
Discriminatory Incident

Withdrawal/exit
Resigned acceptance
Verbal response
Physical counterattack
Response unclear

Total

Number of responses

Public
Accommodations

4
23
69
4

—

100

26

Street

22
7

59
7
4

99

27

pie's occupational distribution is broadly similar
to the larger sample and includes nine corporate
managers and executives, nine health care or other
professionals, eight govemment officials, four
college students, three joumalists or broadcast-
ers, two clerical or sales workers, one entrepre-
netir, and one retired person. The subsample is
somewhat younger than the overall sample, with
35 percent under age 35 vs, 25 percent in the
larger sample, 52 percent in the 35-50 bracket vs.
57 percent, and 11 percent over 50 years of age
vs. 18 percent. The subsample is broadly compa-
rable to the larger sample in income: 14 had in-
comes under $36,000, seven in the $36,000-
55,000 range, and 16 in the $56,000 or more
range. All respondents had at least a high school
degree, and more than 90 percent had some col-
lege work. The subsample has a somewhat lower
percentage of people with graduate work: 39
percent vs. 50 percent for the larger sample. Both
samples have roughly equal proportions of men
and women, and more than sixty percent of both
samples reported residing in cities in the South
or Southwest—37 percent of the overall sample
and 34 percent of the subsample resided in the
North or West.

DESCRIPTIVE PATTERNS

Among the 37 people in the subsample reporting
specific instances of public-place discrimination,
24 reported 25 incidents involving public accom-
modations discrimination, and 15 reported 27
incidents involving street discrimination. Some
incidents included more than one important dis-
criminatory action; the 52 incidents consisted of
62 distinguishable actions. The distribution of
these 62 actions by broad type is shown in Table 1.

Although all types of mistreatment are report-
ed, there is a strong relationship between type of
discrimination and site, with rejection/poor-ser-
vice discrimination being most common in pub-
lic accommodations and verbal or physical threat
discrimination by white citizens or police offic-
ers most likely in the street.

The reactions of these middle-class blacks re-
flect the site and type of discrimination. The im-
portant steps taken beyond careful assessments
of the situation are shown in Table 2. (A dual
response is recorded for one accommodations
incident.)

The most common black responses to racial
hostility in the street are withdrawal or a verbal
reply. In many avoidance situations (e.g., a white
couple crossing a street to avoid walking past a
black college student) or attack situations (e.g.,
whites throwing beer cans from a passing car), a
verbal response is difficult because of the danger
or the fleeting character of the hostility. A black
victim often withdraws, endures this treatment
with resigned acceptance, or replies with a quick
verbal retort. In the case of police harassment,
the response is limited by the danger, and re-
signed acceptance or mild verbal protests are
likely responses. Rejection (poor service) in
public accommodations provides an opportunity
to fight back verbally — the most common re-
sponses to public accommodations discrimina-
tion are verbal counterattacks or resigned accep-
tance. Some black victims correct whites quietly,
while others respond aggressively and lecture the
assailant about the discrimination or threaten court
action, A few retaliate physically. Examining
materials in these 37 interviews and those in the
larger sample, we will see that the depth and
complexity of contemporary black middle-class
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responses to white discrimination accents the
changing character of white-bl^k interaction and
the necessity of continual negotiation of the terms
of that interaction.

RESPONSES TO DISCRIMINATION:
PUBLIC ACCOMMODATIONS

Two Fundamental Strategies: Verbal
Confrontation and Withdrawal

In the following account, a black news director
at a major television station shows the interwo-
ven character ofdiscriminatory action and black
response. The discrimination took the form of
poor restaurant service, and the responses in-
cluded both suggested withdrawal and verbal
counterattack.

He [her boyfriend] was waiting to be seated— He
said, "You go to the bathroom and I'll get the ta-
ble " He was standing there when I came back;
he continued to stand there. The restaurant was
almost empty. There were waiters, waitresses, and
no one seated. And when 1 got back to him, he was
ready to leave, and said, "Let's go." I said, "What
happened to our table?" He wasn't seated. So I
said, "No, we're not leaving, please." And he said,
"No, I'm leaving." So we went outside, and we
talked about it. And what I said to him was, you
have to be aware of the possibilities that this is not
the first time that this has happened at this restau-
rant or at other restaurants, but this is the first time
it has happened to a black news director here or
someone who could make an issue of it, or some-
one who is prepared to make an issue of it.

So we went back inside after I talked him into it
and, to make a long story short, I had the manager
come. I made most of the people who were there
(while conducting myself professionally the whole
time) aware that I was incensed at being treated this
way.... 1 said, "Why do you think we weren't seat-
ed?" And the manager said, "Well, 1 don't really
know." And 1 said, "Guess." He said, "Well 1 don't
know, because you're black?" 1 said, "Bingo. Now
isn't it funny that you didn't guess that 1 didn't have
any money (and I opened up my purse) and I said,
"because I certainly have money. And isn't it odd
that you didn't guess that it's because I couldn't pay
for it because I've got two American Express cards
and a Master Card right here. I think it's just funny
that you would have assumed that it's because I'm
black."... And then I took out my card and gave it
to him and said, "If this happens again, or if I hear
of this happening again, 1 will bring the full wrath of
an entire news department down on this restau-
rant." And he just kind of looked at me. "Not [just]
because I am personally offended, lam. But because

you have no right to do what you did, and as a
people we have lived a long time witii having our
rights abridged " There were probably three or
four sets of diners in the restaurant and maybe five
waiters/waitresses. They watched him standing there
waiting to be seated. His reaction to it was that he
wanted to leave. I understood why he would have
reacted that way, because he felt that he was in no
condition to be civil. He was ready to take the place
apart and . . . sometimes it's appropriate to behave
that way. We hadn't gone the first step before going
on to the next step. He didn't feel that he could
comfortably and calmly take the first step, and I did.
So I just asked him to please get back in the restau-
rant with me, and then you don't have to say a word,
and let me handle it from there. It took some con-
vincing, but I had to appeal to his sense of, this is not
just you, this is not just for you. We are finally in a
position as black people where there are some of us
who can genuinely get their attention. And if they
don't want to do this because it's right for them to
do it, then they'd better do it because they're afraid
to do otherwise. If it's fear, then fine, instill the fear.

This example provides insight into the character
of modem discrimination. The discrimination was
not the "No Negroes" exclusion of the recent
past, but rejection in the form of poor service by
restaurant personnel. The black response indi-
cates the change in black-white interaction since
the 1950s and 1960s, for discrimination is han-
dled with vigorous confrontation rather than def-
erence. The aggressive black response and the
white backtracking underscore Brittan and May-
nard's (1984, p. 7) point that black-white inter-
action today is being renegotiated. It is possible
that the white personnel defined the couple as
"poor blacks" because of their jeans, although
the jeans were fashionable and white patrons wear
jeans. In comments not quoted here the news
director rejects such an explanation. She force-
fully articulates a theory of rights — a response
that signals the critical impact of civil rights laws
on the thinking of middle-class blacks. The news
director articulates the American dream: she has
worked hard, eamed the money and credit cards,
developed the appropriate middle-class behav-
ior, and thus has under the law a right to be served.
There is defensiveness in her actions too, for she
feels a need to legitimate her status by showing
her purse and credit cards. One important factor
that enabled her to take such assertive action was
her power to bring a TV news team to the restau-
rant. This power marks a change from a few
decades ago when very few black Americans
had the social or economic resources to fight
back successfully.
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This example underscores the complexity of community, including the legal community, this
the interaction in such situations, with two levels respondent used his resources not only to bring
of negotiation evident. The negotiation between discrimination to public attention but also to
the respondent and her boyfriend on withdrawal pressure a major change in behavior. He had the
vs, confrontation highlights the process of nego- means to proceed beyond the local management
tiating responses to discrimination and the diffi- to both the restaurant owners and the local news-
culty in crafting such responses. Not only is there papers. The detailed account provides additional
a process of dickering with whites within the insight into the black-white bargaining process,
discriminatory scene but also a negotiation be- At first the white managers and owners, probably
tween the blacks involved. accustomed to acquiescence or withdrawal, vig-

The confrontation strategy can be taken be- orously resisted ending the blatant discrimina-
yond immediate verbal confrontation to a more tion. But the verbal and other resources available
public confrontation. The president of a financial to the respondent forced them to capitulate and
institution in a Middle Atlantic city brought un- participate in a negotiation process. The cost to
favorable publicity to a restaurant with a pattem the victor was substantial. As in the first incident,
of poor service to blacks: we see the time-consuming and energy-con-

suming nature of grappling with poor-service
I took the staff here to a restaurant that had recently discrimination. Compared to whites entering the
opened in the prestigious section of the city, and ^^^^^ Americans face an extra bur-
we waited while other people got waited on. And ^ ' . . . . .

. decidedthatafteraboutahalfhourthatthesepeo- den when going into public accommodations
pie don't want to wait on us. I happened to have putatively made hospitable by three decades of
been in the same restaurant a couple of evenings civil rights law protection,
earlier, and it took them about forty-five minutes The confrontation response is generally so costly
before they came to wait on me and my guest. So, in terms of time and energy that acquiescence or
on the second incident, I said, this is not an isolated withdrawal are common options. An example of
incident, this is a pattem, because 1 had spoken the exit response was provided by a utility compa-
with some other people who had not been warmly ^y executive in an east coast city:
received in the restaurant. So, I wrote a letter to the
owners. I researched and found out who the own- I can remember one time my husband had picked
ers were, wrote a letter to the owners and sent cop- up our son . . . from camp: and he'd stopped at a
ies to the city papers. That's my way of expressing little store in the neighborhood near the camp. It
myself, and letting the world know. You have to let was hot, and he was going to buy him a snowball,
people, other than you and the owner, know. You And the proprietor of the store — this was a very
have to let others know you're expressing your old, white neighborhood, and it was just a Httle
dismay at the discrimination, or the barrier that's sundry store. But the proprietor said he had the
presentedtoyou. I met with the owners. Of course, little window where people could come up and
they wanted to meet with their attorneys with me, order things. Well, my husband and son had gone
because they wanted to sue me. I told them they're into the store. And he told them, "Well, 1 can't give
welcome to do so, 1 don't have a thing, but fine it to you here, but if you go outside to the window,
they can do it. It just happens that I knew their I'll give it to you." And there were other [white]
white attorney. And he more or less vouched that if people in the store who'd been served [inside]. So,
I had some concern that it must have been legiti- they just left and didn't buy anything,
mate in some form. When the principals came in ,^ , , . , , o i r u
- one of the people who didn't wait on me was "ere the act seems a throwback to the South of the
one of the owners, who happened to be waiting on 1950s, where blacks were required to use the back
everybody else — we resolved the issue by them or side of a store. This differential treatment in an
inviting me to come again. And if 1 was fairly treat- older white neighborhood is also suggestive of
ed, or if I would come on several occasions and if I the territorial character of racial relations in many
was fairly treated I would write a statement of re- cities. The black response to degradation here
traction. I told them I would not write a retraction, was not to confront the white person or to acquiesce
I would write a statement with regard to how I was abjectly, but rather to reject the poor service and
treated. Which I ultimately did. And I still go there j ^ ^ ^ ^ Unlike the previous examples, the impact
today, and they speak to me, and I think the pattern ., . . . . ^ ,. . . , . ,^^
is changed to a great degree. «" * ^ white propnetor was neghgible because

there was no forced negotiation. This site differed
This example also demonstrates the resources from the two previous examples in that the ser-
available to many middle-class black Americans, vice was probably not of long-term importance to
As a bank executive with connections in the white the black family passing through the area. In the
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previous sites the possibility of returning to the
restaurants, for business or pleasure, may have
contributed to die choice of a confrontational re-
sponse. The importance of the service is a likely
variable affa:ting black responses to discrimina-
tion in public accommodations.

Discrimination in public accommodations can
occur in many different settings. A school board
member in a northem city commented on her
experiences in retail stores:

[I have faced] harassment in stores, being followed
around, being questioned about what are you going
to purchase here. . . . I was in an elite department
store just this past Saturday and felt that I was
being observed while 1 was window shopping. I in
fact actually ended up purchasing something, but
felt the entire time 1 was there — I was in blue
jeans and sneakers, that's how I dress on a Satur-
day — I felt that I was being watched in the store as
1 was walking through the store, what business did
1 have there, what was I going to purchase, that
kind of thing. . . . There are a few of Uiose white
people that won't put change in your hand, touch
your skin — that doesn't need to go on. [Do you
tell them that?] Oh, I do, I do. That is just so obvi-
ous. I usually [speak to them] if they're rude in the
manner in which they deal with people. [What do
they say about that?] Oh, stuff like, "Oh, excuse
me." And some are really unconscious about it, say
"Excuse me," and put the change in your hand,
that's happened. But I've watched other people be
rude, and I've been told to mind my own busi-
ness. . . . [But you still do it?] Oh, sure, because for
the most part 1 think that people do have to leam to
think for themselves, and demand respect for
themselves.... 1 find my best weapon of defense is
to educate them, whether it's in the store, in a line
at the bank, any situation, 1 teach them. And you
take them by surprise because you tell them and
show them what they should be doing, and what
they should be saying and how they should be
thinking. And they look at you because they don't
know how to process you. They can't process it
because you've just shown them how they should
be living, and the fact that they are cheating them-
selves, really, because the racism is from fear. The
racism is from lack of education.

This excessive surveillance of blacks' shopping
was reported by several respondents in our study
and in recent newspaper accounts (see Jaynes
and Williams 1989, p. 140). Several white ste-
reotypes seem to underlie the rejection discrimi-
nation in this instance — blacks are seen as
shoplifters, as unclean, as disreputable poor. The
excessive policing of black shoppers and the dis-
courtesy of clerks illustrate the extra burden of
being black in public places. No matter how af-

fluent and influential, a black pereon cwnot es-
cape the stigma of being black, even while relax-
ing or shopping. There is the recurring strain of
having to craft strategies for a broad range of
discriminatory situations. Tailoring her confron-
tation to fit the particular discrimination, this re-
spondent intermpted the normal flow of the in-
teraction to call the whites to intersubjective ac-
count and make a one-way experience into a two-
way experience. Forced into new situations, of-
fending whites frequently do not know how "to
process" such an aggressive response. Again we
see how middle-class blacks can force a recon-
stmction of traditional responses by whites to
blacks. The intensity of her discussion suggests
that the attempt to "educate" whites comes with
a heavy personal cost, for it is stressful to "psych"
oneself up for such incidents.

The problem of burdensome visibility and the
inescapable racial stereotyping by whites was
underscored in the reply of a physician in an east
coast city to a question about whether she had
encountered barriers:

Yes. AH the time. I hate it when you go places and
[white] people... think that we work in housekeep-
ing. Or they naturally assume that we came from a
very poor background. . . . A lot of white people
think that blacks are j ust here to serve them, and [that]
we have not risen above the servant position.

Here the discriminatory treatment comes from
the white traveller staying in a hotel. This inci-
dent exemplifies the omnipresence of the stigma
of being black — a well-dressed physician stay-
ing in an expensive hotel cannot escape. Here
and elsewhere in the interview her anger suggests
a confrontational response to such situations.

Middle-class black parents often attempt to
protect their children from racial hostility in pub-
lic places, but they cannot always be successful.
A manager at an electronics firm in the Southwest
gave an account of his daughter's first encounter
with a racial epithet. After describing racist graf-
fiti on a neighborhood fence in the elite white
suburb where he lives, he described an incident
at a swimming pool:

I'm talking over two hundred kids in this pool; not
one black. 1 don't think you can go anywhere in the
world during the summertime and not find some
black kids in the swimming pool. . . . Now what's
the worst thing that can happen to a ten-year-old girl
in a swimming pool with all white kids? What's the
worst thing that could happen? It happened. This
little white guy called her a "nigger." Then called
her a "motherfucker" and told her to "get out of the
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god-damn pool." . . . And what initiated that, they
had these little inner tubes, they had about fifteen of
^em, and the pool owns them. So you just use them
if they are vacant. So there was a tube setting up on
the bank, she got it, jumped in and started playing in
it And this little white guy decided he wanted it.
But, he's supposed to get it, dght? And he meant to
get it, and she wouldn't give it to him, so out came
all these racial sltirs. So my action was first with the
little boy. "You know you're not supposed to do
that. Apologize dght now. Okay, good. Now, Mr.
Lifeguard, I want him out of this pool, and you're
going to have to do better. You're going to have to
do better, but he has to leave out of this ix)ol and let
his parents know, okay?"

Taking his daughter back the next day, he ob-
served from behind a fence to make certain the
lifeguard protected her. For many decades black
adults and children were excluded from public
pools in the South and Southwest, and many pools
were closed during the early desegregation peri-
od. These accommodations have special signifi-
cance for middle-class black Americans, and this
may be one reason the father's reaction was so
decisive. Perhaps the major reason for his swift
action was because this was the first time that his
daughter had been the victim of racial slurs. She
was the victim of cutting racist epithets that for
this black father, as doubtless for most black
Americans, connote segregated institutions and
violence against blacks. Children also face hos-
tility in public accommodations and may never
shake this kind of experience. At a rather early
point, many black parents find it necessary to
teach their children how to handle discriminato-
ry incidents.

The verbal responses of middle-class blacks to
stigmatization can take more subtle forms. An
80-year-old retired schoolteacher in a southem
city recounted her response to a recent experi-
ence at a drapery shop:

The last time I had some draperies done and asked
about them at the drapery shop, a young man at that
shop — when they called [to him], he asked, and I
heard him — he said, "The job for that nigger
woman." And I said to the person who was serving
me, "Oh my goodness, I feel so sorry for that young
man. I didn't know people were still using that sort
of language and saying those sorts of things." And
that's the way I deal with it. I don't know what you
call that. Is that sarcasm? Sarcasm is pretty good....
Welll'vedonethatseveraltimes.TTiisbeing 1989 . . .
I'm surprised that I find it in this day and time.

One white clerk translated the schoolteacher's
color in a hostile way while the other apparently

hstened. Suggested here is the way many whites
are content to watch overt racist behavior with-
out intervening. The retired teacher's response
contrasts with the more confrontational reactions
of tlK previous examples, for she used what might
be called "strategic indirection." With compo-
sure she directed a pointedly sarcastic remark to
the clerk serving her. Mockery is a more subtle
tactic blacks can use to contend with mitilocu-
tion, and this tactic may be more common among
older blacks. Later in her interview this angry
woman characterizes such recurring racial inci-
dents as the "littie murders" that daily have made
her life difficult.

Careful Situation Assessments

We have seen in the previous incidents some
tendency for blacks to assess discriminatory in-
cidents before they act. Among several respon-
dents who discussed discrimination at retail stores,
the manager of a career development organiza-
tion in the Southwest indicated that a clear as-
sessment of a situation usually precedes con-
frontations and is part of a repertoire of concate-
nated responses:

If you're in a store — and let's say the person
behind the counter is white — and you walk up to
the counter, and a white person walks up to the
counter, and you know you were there before the
white customer, the person behind the counter
knows you were there first, and it never fails, they
always go, "Who's next." Ok. And what I've done,
if they go ahead and serve the white person first,
then I will immediately say, "Excuse me, I was
here first, and we both know I was here first."... If
they get away with it once, they're going to get
away with it more than once, and then it's going to
become something else. And you have to, you want
to make sure that folks know that you're not being
naive, that you really see through what's happen-
ing. Or if it's a job opportunity or something like
that, too, [we should do the] same thing. You first
try to get a clear assessment of what's really going
on and sift through that information, and then . . .
go from there.

The executive's coping process typically begins
with a sifting of information before deciding on
further action. She usually opts for immediate
action so that whites face the reality of their ac-
tions in a decisive way. Like the account of the
school board member who noted that whites
would sometimes not put money directly in her
hand, this account illustrates another aspect of
discrimination in public accommodations: For
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many whites racial hostility is imbedded in ev- ing white university in the Southeast put it: "I
eryday actions, and there is a deep, perhaps sub- think that sometimes timely and appropriate re-
conscious, recoil response to black color and sponses to r^ially motivated acts and comments
persona. are lost due to the processing of the infnit." The

The complex process of evaluation and re- "long look" cmi result in missed opportunities to
sponse is described by a college dean, who com- respond to discrimination,
mented generally on hotel and restaurant dis-
crimination encountered as he travels across the ,; , w . . » ,^, D jr n •
United States- Using Middle-Class Resources for Protection

When you're in a restaurant and... you notice that ^ ^ advantage that middle-class blacks have over
blacks get seated near the kitchen. You notice that Poorer blacks is the use of the resources of mid-
if it's a hotel, your room is near the elevator, or die-class occupations. A professor at a major
your room is always way down in a comer some- white university commented on the varying pro-
where. You find that you are getting the undesir- tection her middle-class status gives her at cer-
able rooms. And you come there early in the day tain sites:
and you don't see very many cars on the lot and
they' U tell you that this is all we' ve got. Or you get If I' m in those areas that are fairly protected, within
the room that's got a bad television set. You know gatherings of my own group, oAer African Amed-
that you're being discdminated against. And of cans, or if I'm in the university where my status as
course you have to act accordingly. You have to a professor mediates against the way I might be
tell them, "Okay, the room is fine, [but] this televi- perceived, mediates against the hostile perception,
sion set has got to go. Bdng me another television then it's fairly comfortable.... When I divide my
set." So in my personal expedence, I simply cannot life into encounters with the outside world, and of
sit and let them get away with it [discdmination] course that's ninety percent of my life, it's faidy
and not let them know that I know that that's what consistently unpleasant at those sites where there's
they are doing.... nothing that mediates between my race and what I

When I face discdmination, first I take a long have to do. For example, if I'm in a grocery store, if
look at myself and try to determine whether or not I'm»" my car, which is a 1970 Chevrolet, a real old
I am seeing what I think I' m seeing in 1989, and if "g'y ^ar, all those things — being in a grocery store
it's something that I have an option [about]. In •" casual clothes, or being in the car — sort of
other words, if I'm at a store making a purchase, advertises something that doesn't have anything to
I'll simply walk away from it. If it's at a restaurant ^o with my status as far as people I run into are
where I'm not getting good service, I first of all let concemed.
the people know that I'm not getting good service. Because I'm a large black woman, and I don't
then I [may] walk away from it. But the thing that I ^ear whatever class status I have, or whatever pro-
have to do is to let people know that 1 know that fessional status [I have] in my appearance when I'm
rm being singled out for a separate treatment. And '" ^̂ e grocery store, I'm part of the mass of large
then I might react in any number of ways — de- ^^^^^ ^o*"^" shopping. For most whites, and even
pending on where I am and how badly I want what- f̂"" ^^"^^ ^^^^^^' ^hat translates into negative status,
ever it is that I'm there for. "^^^ "'^^"s ^̂ ^̂  ^^ey are free to treat me the way

they treat most poor black people, because they
rp,. . , . .• • can't tell by looking at me that I differ from that.
This commentary adds another dimension to our
understanding of public discrimination, its cu- This professor notes the variation in discrimina-
mulative aspect. Blacks confront not just isolat- tion in the sites through which she travels, from
ed incidents — such as a bad room in a luxury the most private to the most public. At home with
hotel once every few years — but a lifelong series friends she faces no problems, and at the univer-
of such incidents. Here again the omnipresence sity her professorial status gives her some protec-
ofcareful assessments is underscored. The dean's tion from discrimination. The increase in un-
interview highlights a major difficulty in being pleasant encounters as she moves into public ac-
black — one must be constantly prepared to as- commodations sites such as grocery stores is at-
sess accurately and then decide on the appropri- tributed to the absence of mediating factors such
ate response. This long-look approach may indi- as clear symbols of middle-class status—displaying
cate that some middle-class blacks are so sensi- the middle-class symbols may provide some pro-
tive to white charges of hypersensitivity and tection against discrimination in public places,
paranoia that they en in the opposite direction An east coast news anchorperson reported a
and fail to see discrimination when it occurs. In common middle-class experience of good ser-
addition, as one black graduate student at a lead- vice from retailers over the phone:
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And if I was s^king out a service, like renting a
car, or buying sometiiing, I could get a wondaf ul,
enthusiastic reaction to what I was doing. I would
work that up to such a point that this person wmild
jMDbably shower me with roses once they got to
see me. And then when I would show up, and they're
surprised to see that Vm black, I sort of remind
them in conversation how welcome my service was,
to put the embarrassment on them, and I go through
with my dealings. In fact, once my sister cdticized
me for putting [what] she calls my "white-on-white
voice" on to get a rental car. But I needed a rental
car and I knew that I could get it. I knew if I could
get this guy to thitik that he was talking to some
blonde, rather than, you know, so, but that's what
he has to deal with. I don't have to deal with that, I
want to get the car.

Being middle-class often means that you, as many
blacks say, "sound white" over the phone. Over
the phone middle-class blacks find they get fair
treatment because the white person assumes the
caller is white, while they receive poorer (or no)
service in person. Race is the only added variable
in such interpersonal contact situations. More-
over, some middle-class blacks intentionally use
this phone-voice resource to secure their needs.

RESPONSES TO DISCRIMINATION: THE
STREET

Reacting to White Strangers

As we move away from public accommodations
settings to the usually less protected street sites,
racial hostility can become more fleeting and se-
verer, and thus black responses are often restrict-
ed. The most serious form of street discrimina-
tion is violence. Often the reasonable black re-
sponse to street discrimination is withdrawal,
resigned acceptance, or a quick verbal retort. The
difficulty of responding to violence is seen in
this report by a man working for a media sur-
veying firm in a southem industrial city:

I was parked in front of this guy's house.... This
guy puts his hands on the window and says, "Get
out of the car, nigger." . . . So, I got out, and I
thought, "Oh, this is what's going to happen here."
And I'm talking fast. And they're, "What are you
doing here?' And I'm, "This is who I am. I work
with these people. This is the man we want to put
in the survey." And I pointed to the house. And the
guy said, "Well you have an out-of-state license
tag, dghtT' "Yea." And he said, "If something hap-
pened to you, your people at home wouldn't know
for a long time, would they?" . . . I said, "Look, I
deal with a company diat deals with television. [If]

something hai)pens to me, it's going to be a nation-
al thing. . . . So, they grab me by the lapel of my
coat, and put me in front of my car. They put the
blade on my zipper. And now I'm thinking about
this guy that's in the truck [behind me], because
now I'm thinking that I'm going to have to run
somewhere. Where am I going to mn? Go to the
police? [laughs] So, after a while they bash up my
headlight. And I drove [away].

Stigmatized and physically attacked solely be-
cause of his color, this man faced verbal hostility
and threats of death with courage. Cautiously
drawing on his middle-class resources, he told
the attackers his death would bring television
crews to the town. This resource utilization is
similar to that of the news director in the restau-
rant incident. Beyond this verbal threat his re-
sponse had to be one of caution. For most whites
threatened on the street, the police are a sought-
after source of protection, but for black men this
is often not the case.

At the other end of the street continuum is
nonverbal harassment such as the "hate stare"
that so traumatized Griffin (1961). In her research
on street remarks, Gardner (1980) considered
women and blacks particularly vulnerable tar-
gets for harassment. For the segregation years
Hetiley (1978) has documented the ways in which
many blacks regularly defened to whites in
public-place communications. Today obsequious
deference is no longer a common response to
harassment. A middle-class student with dark skin
reported that on her way to university classes she
had stopped at a bakery in a white residential
area where very few blacks live or shop. A white
couple in front of the store stared intently and
hatefully at her as she crossed the sidewalk and
entered and left the bakery. She reported that she
had experienced this hate stare many times. The
incident angered her for some days thereafter, in
part because she had been unable to respond more
actively to it.

In between the hate stare and violence are many
other hostile actions. Most happen so fast that
withdrawal, resigned acceptance, or an immedi-
ate verbal retort are the reasonable responses.
The female professor quoted earlier described
the fleeting character of harassment:

I was ddving. This has [happened] so many times,
but one night it was especially repugnant. I think it
had to, with my son being in the car. It was about
9:30 at night, and as I've said, my car is old and
very ugly, and I have been told by people shouting
at intersections that it's the kind of car that people
think of as a low-dder car, so they associate it with
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Mexican Americans, especially poor Mexican
Amedcans. Well, we were sitting at an intersection
waiting to mdke a tum, and a group of middle-class
looking white boys ddves up in a nice car. And
they start shouting things at us in a real fake-sound-
ing Mexican Amedcan accent, and I realized that
they thought we were Mexican Amedcans. And I
tumed to look at them, and they started making
obscene gestures and laughing at the car. And then
one of them realized that I was black, and said,
"Oh, it's just a nigger." And [they] drove away.

This incident illustrates the seldom-noted prob-
lem of "cross discrimination" — a black person
may suffer from discrimination aimed at other
people of color by whites unable to distinguish.
The white hostility was guided by certain signals
— an old car and dark skin — of minority-group
status. The nighttime setting, by assuring ano-
nymity, facilitated the hurling of racist epithets
and heightened the negative impact on this
woman, who found the harassment especially
dangerous and repulsive because she was with
her son. She drove away without replying. Later
in the interview she notes angrily that in such
incidents her ascribed characteristic of "black-
ness" takes precedence over her achieved middle-
class characteristics and that the grouped thinking
of racism obscures anything about her that is
individual and unique.

For young middle-class blacks street harass-
ment can generate shock and disbelief, as in the
case of this college student who recounted a street
encounter near her university in the Southwest:

I don't remember in high school being called a
"nigger" before, and I can remember here being
called a "nigger." [When was this?] In my fresh-
man year, at a university student parade. There was
a group of us, standing there, not knowing that this
was not an event that a lot of black people went to!
[laughs] You know, our dorm was going, and this
was something we were going to go to because we
were students too! And we were standing out there
and [there were] a group of white fratemity boys
— I remember the southem flag — and a group of
us, five or six of us, and they went past by us,
before the parade had actually gotten underway.
And one of them pointed and said, "Look at that
bunch of niggers!" I remember thinking, "Surely
he's not talking to us!" We didn't even use the
word "nigger" in my house. . . . [How did you
feel?] I think I wanted to cry. And my fdends —
they were from a southwestem city — they were
ready to curse them, and I was just standing there
with my mouth open. I think 1 wanted to cry. 1
could not believe it, because you get here and you
think you're in an educated environment and you're

dealing with educated people. And all of this back-
ward country stuff.,. you think that kind of stuff is
not going on, but it is.

The respondent's first coping response was to
think the assailants were not speaking to her and
her friends. Again we see the tendency for mid-
dle-class blacks to assess situations carefully and
to give whites the benefit of the doubt. Her sub-
sequent response was tearful acquiescence, but
her friends were ready to react in a more aggres-
sive way. The discriminators may have moved
on before a considered response was possible.
This episode points up the impact of destmctive
racial coding on young people and hints at the
difficulty black parents face in socializing chil-
dren for coping with white hostility. When I dis-
cussed these street incidents involving younger
blacks with two older black respondents, one a
southem civil rights activist and the other an Ivy-
League professor, both noted the problem creat-
ed for some middle-class black children by their
well-intentioned parents trying to shelter them
from racism.

It seems likely that for middle-class blacks the
street is the site of recurring encounters with var-
ious types of white malevolence. A vivid exam-
ple of the cumulative character and impact of
this discrimination was given by another black
student at a white university, who recounted his
experiences walking home at night from a cam-
pus job to his apartment in a predominantly white
residential area:

So, even if you wanted to, it's difficult just to live a
life where you don't come into conflict with oth-
ers. Because every day you walk the streets, it's not
even like once a week, once a month. It's every day
you walk the streets. Every day that you live as a
black person you're reminded how you're perceived
in society. You walk the streets at night; white peo-
ple cross the streets. I've seen white couples and
individuals dart in front of cars to not be on the
same side of the street. Just the other day, I was
walking down the street, and this white female with
a child, I saw her pass a young white male about 20
yards ahead. When she saw me, she quickly dragged
the child and herself across the busy street. What is
so funny is that this area has had an unknown white
rapist in the area for about four years. [When I
pass] white men tighten their gdp on their women.
I've seen people tum around and seem like they're
going to take blows from me. The police constant-
ly make circles around me as a I walk home, you
know, for blocks, I'll walk, and they'll tum ablock.
And they'll come around me just to make sure, to
find out where I'm going. So, every day you real-
ize [you're black]. Even though you're not doing
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anytfiing wrong; you're just existing. You're just a often with a smile, that they can continue talking
person. But you're a bJack person perceived in an or that he is not interested in their purses,
unblack world, (This quote includes a cladfication ( ^ occasion, black middle-class responses to
sentence from a follow-up interview.) sti^t hostility fixjm white strangers are even more

aggressive, A woman who now mns her own
In a subsequent comment this respondent men- successful business in a southwestem city de-
tioned that he also endured white men hurling scribed a car incident in front of a grocery store:
beer cans and epithets at him as he walked home. ^ ^ j ^ ^ ^ a new car . . . and we stopped at 7-11
Again the cumulation of mcidents is evident. j^tore]. We were going to go out that night, and we
Everyday street travel for young black middle- were taking my son to a babysitter. . .. And we
class males does not mean one isolated incident pulled up, and my husband was inside at the time.
every few years. And this person, this Anglo couple, drove up, and

Unable to "see" his middle-class symbols of they hit our car. It was a brand new car. So my
college dress and books, white couples (as well husband came out. And the first thing they told us
as individuals) have crossed the street in front of r^^'^fZ^^"^^"''^^°" ""f-^"''- ̂ '^ T^.'^^^j'^

. , „ . . . . . , i j , ! 1 bodied. He was a corporate executive. I had a de-
carstoavoidwalkingnearthismodest-buildblack ^̂ ^̂  .^^ -^ ̂ ^ ^ pr^essional job, but it wasn't
student, ma predominantly white neighborhood, paying anything. But they looked at the car we
Couples moving into defensive postures are were ddving, and they made the assumption that
doubtless reacting to the stigma of "black male- we got it from welfare. I completely snapped; I
ness," The student perceives such avoidance as physically abused that lady. I did. And I was trying
racist, however, not because he is paranoid, but to keep my husband from arguing with her husband
because he has previously encountered numer- "ntU the police could come.... And when the police
ous examples of whites taking such defensive ^"^^ they interrogated them; they didn t arrest us,

*^», , . , • . • ! » . *" because there was an off-duty cop who had seen
measures. Many whites view ty^pical street ^^ ̂ ^^,^ .^^.^^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^ p^^^^^^^ -^
criminals as black or mmonty males and proba-
bly see young black males as potentially danger- Here we see how some whites perceive blacks,
ous (Graber 1980, p. 55). This would seem to be including middle-class blacks, in interracial situ-
the motivation for some hostile treatment black ations. The verbal attack by the whites was laced
males experience in public places. Some schol- with the stereotype about blacks as welfare chis-
ars have discussed white perceptions of black elers. This brought forth an angry response from
males as threatening and the justifiability of that the black couple, which probably came as a sur-
perception (Warr forthcoming), but to my prise to the whites. This is another example of
knowledge there has been no discussion in the Brittan and Maynard's (1984, p. 7) point that
literature of the negative impact of such percep- discriminatory interaction is shaped today by the
tions on black males. This student reports that way in which oppressors and oppressed mediate
being treated as a pariah (in his words, a "crimi- their relative positions. Note too the role of the
nal and a rapist") has caused him severe psycho- off-duty police officer. The respondent does not
logical problems. When I discussed this student's say whether the officer was white or black, but
experiences with a prominent black joumalist in this detail suggests that certain contexts of dis-
a northeastem city, he reported that whites crimination have changed — in the past a (white)
sometimes stop talking—and white women grab police officer would have sided with the whites,
their purses—on downtown office-building ele- This respondent also underscores her and her
vators when he enters. These two men had some- husband's occupational achievements, high-
what different responses to such discrimination, lighting her view that she has attained the Amer-
one relatively passive and the other aggressive, ican middle-class ideal. She is incensed that her
In a follow-up interview the student reported that obvious middle-class symbols did not protect her
he rarely responded aggressively to the street from verbal abuse.
encounters, apart from the occasional quick curse. The importance of tniddle-class resources in
because they happened too quickly. Echoing the street encounters was dramatized in the comments
black graduate student's comments about pro- of a parole officer in a major West Coast city. He
cessing input and missed opportunities, he add- recounted how he dealt with a racial epithet:
ed: "I was basically analyzing and thinking too
much about the incident." However, the joumal- I've been called "nigger" before, out in the streets
ist teacts more assertively; he described how he when I was doing my job, and the individual went
tums to whites in elevators and informs them, to jail. . . , [Ok, if he didn't call you a "nigger,"
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would he have still gone to jail?] Probably not.
[... Was tile person white?] Yes, he was. And he
had a partner with him, and his partner didn't say
anything, and his partner jaywalked with him.
However, since he uttered the racial slur, I stopped
him and quiz^d him about the laws. And jay walk-
ing's against the law, so he went to jail.

On occasion, middle-class blacks have the ability
to respond not only aggressively but authorita-
tively to street discrimination. This unusual re-
sponse to an epithet was possible because the
black man, unlmown to his assailant, had police
authority. This incident also illustrates a point
made in the policing literature about the street-
level discretion of police officers (Perry and Sor-
noff 1973), Jaywalking is normally a winked-at
violation, as in the case of the assailant's compan-
ion. Yet this respondent was able to exercise his
discretionary authority to punish a racial epithet.

Responses to Discrimination by White Police
Officers

Most middle-class blacks do not have such gov-
emmental authority as their personal protection.
In fact, white police officers are a major prob-
lem. Encounters with the police can be life-
threatening and thus limit the range of responses,
A television commentator recounted two cases
of police harassment when he was working for a
survey fum in the mid-1980s. In one of the inci-
dents, which took place in a southem metropolis,
he was stopped by several white officers:

"What are you doing here?" 1 tell them what I'm
doing here.... And so me spread on top of my car.
[What had you done?] Because I was in the neigh-
borhood. I left this note on these peoples' house:
"Here's who I am. You weren't here, and I will
come back in thirty minutes." [Why were they
searching you?] They don't know. To me, ttiey're
searching, I remember at that particular moment
when this all was going down, there was a lot of
reports about police cdme on civilians.... It took
four cops to shake me down, two police cars, so
they had me up there spread out. I had a fdend of
mine with me who was making the call with me,
because we were going to have dinner together, and
he was black, and they had me up, and they had him
outside— They said, "Well, let's check you out."
•.. And I'm talking to myself, and I'm not thinking
about being at attention, with my arms spread on
my Ford [a company car], and I'm sitting there
talking to myself, "Man, this is crazy, this is crazy."

[How are you feeling inside?] Scared, I mean
real scared. [What did you think was going to hap-
pen to you?] I was going to go to jail. . . . Just

because they picked me. Why would they stop me?
It's like, if they can stop me, why wouldn't I go to
jail, and I could sit in there for ten days before th£
judge sees me. I'm thinking all this ciazy stuff....
Again, I'm talking to myself. And the guy takes his
stick. And he doesn't whack me haxd, but he does it
with enough authodty to let me know they mean
business. "I told you stand still; now put your arms
back out." And I've got this suit on, and the car's
wet. And my fdend's hystedcal. He's outside the
car. And they're checking him out. And he's like,
"Man, just be cool, man." And he had tears in his
eyes. And I'm like, oh, man, this is a nightmare.
This is not supposed to happen to me. This is not
my style! And so finally, this other cop comes up
and says, "What have we got here Charlie?" "Oh,
we've got a guy here. He's running through the
neighborhood, and he doesn't want to do what we
tell him. We might have to mn him in." [You're
"mnning through" the neighbodiood?] Yeah, ex-
actly, in a suit in the rain?! After they got through
doing their thing and harassing me, I just said, "Man
this has been a hell of a week."

And I had tears in my eyes, but it wasn't tears of
upset. It was tears of anger; it was tears of wanting
to lash back. . . . What I thought to myself was,
man, blacks have it real hard down here. I don't
care if they're a broadcaster; I don't care if they're
a businessman or a banker.... They don't have it
any easier than the persons on skid row who get
harassed by the police on a Fdday or Saturday night.

It seems likely that most black men — including
middle-class black men — see white police of-
ficers as a major source of danger and death (See
"Mood of Ghetto America" 1980, June 2, pp. 32-
34; Louis Harris and Associates 1989; Roddy
1990, August 26). Scattered evidence suggests
that by the time they are in their twenties, most
black males, regardless of socioeconomic status,
have been stopped by the police because "black-
ness" is considered a sign of possible cdminality
by police officers (Moss 1990; Roddy 1990, Au-
gust 26). This treatment probably marks a dra-
matic contrast with the experiences of young
white middle-class males. In the incident above
the respondent and a friend experienced severe
police maltreatment — detention for a lengthy
period, threat of arrest, and the reality of physical
violence. The coping response of the respondent
was resigned acceptance somewhat similar to the
deference rituals highlighted by Goffman, The
middle-class suits and obvious corporate creden-
tials (for example, survey questionnaires and
company car) did not protect the two black men.
The final comment suggests a disappointment
that middle-class status brought no reprieve from
police stigmatization and harassment.
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Black women can also be the targets of police
harassn^nt A professor at a major white univer-
sity in the Soutibwest describes her encounters
with the police:

When the cops pull me over because my car is old
and ugly, they assume I've just robbed a conve-
nience store. Or that's the excuse they give: "This
car looks like a car used to rob a 7-11 [store]," And
I've b ^ n pulled over six or seven times since I've
been in this city — and I've been here two years
now. Then I do what most black folks do. I try not
to make any sudden moves so I'm not accidentally
shot. Then I give them my identification. And I
show them my miiversity I.D. so they won't think
that I'm someone that constitutes a threat, however
they define it, so that I don't get arrested.

She adds:

[One problem with ] being black in Amedca is that
you have to spend so much time blinking about
stuff that most white people just don't even have to
think about. I worry when I get pulled over by a
cop. I worry because the person that I live with is a
black male, and I have a teen-aged son. I worry
what some white cop is going to think when he
walks over to our car, because he's holding on to a
gun. And I'm very aware of how many black folks
accidentally get shot by cops. I worry when I walk
into a store, that someone's going to think I'm in
there shoplifting. And I have to wony about that
because I'm not free to ignore it. And so, that thing
that's supposed to be guaranteed to all Amedcans,
the freedom to just be yourself is a fallacious idea.
And I get resentful that I have to think about things
that a lot of people, even my very close white fdends
whose politics are similar to mine, simply don't
have to worry about.

This commentary about a number of encounters
underscores the pyramiding character of dis-
crimination. This prominent scholar has faced
excessive surveillance by white police officers,
who presumably view blacks as likely criminals.
As in the previous example, there is great fear of
white officers, but her response is somewhat dif-
ferent: She draws on her middle-class resources
for protection; she cautiously interposes her mid-
dle-class status by pulling out a university I.D.
card. In the verbal exchange her articulateness as
a professor probably helps protect her. This as-
sertive use of middle-class credentials in dealing
with police marks a difference from the old
asymmetrical deference rituals, in which high-
lighting middle-class status would be considered
anx)gant by white officers and increase the dan-
ger. Note, too, the explicit theory of rights that
she, like many other middle-class blacl^, holds
as part of her American dream.

CONCLUSION

I have examined the sites of discrimination, tiie
types of discriminatory acts, and the responses of
tilie victims and have found the color stigma still
to be very important in the public lives of afflu-
ent black Americans. The sites of racial discrim-
ination range from relatively prota^ted home sites,
to less protected worlq)lace and educational sites,
to the even less protected public places. The 1964
Civil Rights Act guarantees that black Ameri-
cans are "entitied to the full and equal enjoyment
of the goods, services, facilities, privileges, ad-
vantages, and accommodations" in public ac-
commodations. Yet the interviews indicate that
deprivation of full enjoyment of public facilities
is not a relic of the past; deprivation and discrim-
ination in public accommodations persist. Mid-
dle-class black Americans remain vulnerable
targets in public places. Prejudice-generated ag-
gression in public places is, of cotirse, not limit-
ed to black men and women — gay men and
white women are also targets of street harassment
(Benokraitis and Feagin 1986). Nonetheless,
black women and men face an unusually broad
range of discrimination on the street and in pub-
lic accommodations.

The interviews highlight two significant as-
pects of the additive discrimination faced by black
Americans in public places and elsewhere: (1)
the cumulative character of an individual's ex-
periences with discrimination; and (2) the group's
accumulated historical experiences as perceived
by the individual. A retired psychology profes-
sor who has worked in the Midwest and South-
west commented on the pyramiding of incidents:

I don't think white people, generally, understand
the full meaning of racist discdminatory behaviors
directaj toward Amedcans of Afdcan descent. They
seem to see each act of discdmination or any act of
violence as an "isolated" event. As a result, most
white Amedcans cannot understand the strong re-
action manifested by blacks when such events oc-
cur. They feel that blacks tend to "over-react." They
forget that in most cases, we live lives of quiet
desperation generated by a litany of daily large and
small events that whether or not by design, remind
us of our "place" in Amedcan society.

Particular instances of discrimination may seem
minor to outside white observers when consid-
ered in isolation. But when blatant acts of
avoidance, verbal harassment, and physical attack
combine with subtle and covert slights, and these
accumulate over months, years, and lifetimes.
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the impact on a black person is far more than the
sum of the individual instances.

The historical context of contemporary dis-
crimination was described by tfie retired psychol-
ogist, who argued that average white Americans

. . . ignore the personal context of the stimulus.
That is, they deny the histodcal impact that a neg-
ative act may have on an individual, "Nigger" to a
white may simply be an epithet that should be ig-
nored. To most blacks, the term bdngs into sharp
and current focus all kinds 'of acts of racism —
murder, rape, torture, denial of constitutional dghts,
insults, limited opportunity stmcture, economic
problems, unequal justice under the law and a
mydad of . . . other racist and discdminatory acts
that occur daily in the lives of most Amedcans of
Afdcan descent — including professional blacks.

Particular acts, even antilocution that might seem
minor to white observers, are freighted not only
with one's past experience of discrimination but
also with centuries of racial discrimination di-
rected at the entire group, vicarious oppression
that still includes racially translated violence and
denial of access to the American dream. Anti-
black discrimination is a matter of racial-power
inequality institutionalized in a variety of eco-
nomic and social institutions over a long period
of time. The microlevel events of public accom-
modations and public streets are not just rare and
isolated encounters by individuals; they are re-
curdng events reflecting an invasion of" the mi-
croworld by the macroworld of historical racial
subordination.

The cumulative impact of racial discrimina-
tion accounts for the special way that blacks have
of looking at and evaluating interracial incidents.
One respondent, a clerical employee at an adop-
tion agency, described the "second eye" she uses:

I think that it causes you to have to look at things
from two different perspectives. You have to decide
whether things that are done or slights that are made
are made because you are black or they are made
because the person is just mde, or unconcemed and
uncadng. So it's kind of a situation where you're
always kind of looking to see with a second eye or
a second antenna just what's going on.

The language of "second eye" suggests that blacks
look at white-black interaction through a lens
colored by personal and group experience with
cross-institutional and cross-generational dis-
cdmination. This sensitivity is not new, but is a
current adaptation transcending, yet reminiscent
of, the black sensitivity to the etiquette of racial
relations in the old South (Doyle 1937). What

many whites see as black "paranoia" (e.g., Wie-
seltier 1989, June 5) is simply a realistic sensitiv-
ity to white-black interaction created and con-
stantly reinforced by the two types of cumulative
discrimination cited above.

Blacks must be constantly aware of the reper-
toire of possible responses to chronic and bur-
densome discrimination. One older respondent
spoke of having to put on her "shield" just before
she leaves the house each moming. When
quizzed, she said that for more than six decades,
as she leaves her home, she has tried to be pre-
pared for insults and discrimination in public
places, even if nothing happens that day. This
extraordinary burden of discrimination, evident
in most of the 135 interviews in the larger sam-
ple, was eloquentiy described by the female pro-
fessor who resented having to wony about life-
threatening incidents that her "very close white
friends . . . simply don't have to wony about."
Another respondent was articulate on this point:

. . . if you can think of the mind as having one
hundred ergs of energy, and the average man uses
fifty percent of his energy dealing with the every-
day problems of the world —just general kinds of
things — then he has fifty percent more to do cre-
ative kinds of things that he wants to do. Now
that's a white person. Now a black person also has
one hundred ergs; he uses fifty percent the same
way a white man does, dealing with what the white
man has [to deal with], so he has fifty percent left.
But he uses twenty-five percent fighting being black,
[with] all the problems being black and what it
means. Which means he really only has twenty-
five percent to do what the white man has Tifiy
percent to do, and he's expected to do just as much
as the white man with that twenty-five percent
So, that's kind of what happens. You just don't
have as much energy left to do as much as you
know you really could if you were free, [if] your
mind were free.

The individual cost of coping with racial dis-
crimination is great, and, as he says, you cannot
accomplish as much as you could if you retained
the energy wasted on discrimination. This is per-
haps the most tragic cost of persisting discrimi-
nation in the United States. In spite of decades of
civil rights legislation, black Americans have yet
to attain the full promise of the American dream,
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